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 IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M),
BILASIPARA

PRESENT: Sri Bidyut Medhi,AJS

GR- 1715/15
         u/s  341/294/34  IPC

  State of Assam...........Prosecution.
                                          -vs-

       Nur Ali & others........Accused

Ld. Advocates:

For the prosecution,Md. Rasidul Islam Ld. APP.

For the accused: S.A. Akhtar, M. Begum, Ld. Advocates.

Date of Evidence:    07.02.18 & 28.03.18 

Date of Argument:  10.04.18

Date of Judgment:  10.04.18

      JUDGMENT

Brief fact of the case:

 The  informant  Jaynob  Ainuddin  Sk  has  filed  an  FIR

alleging that  as per order of the court in Misc. Appeal No.17/15

on 31.08.15 at about 10.00 AM while he along 10/12 labours

were  working  and  lifting  bolder  the  accused  persons  started

using  obscene  language  to  him  and  his  son  Jaher  Ali  and

assaulted them by punching, kicking. The accused persons also

chased the labourers but they fled away for saving their  life.

Hence, this case.

Police after investigation filed charge sheet under section

341/29434 IPC against the accused persons.

Accordingly, particular of offence under section 341/294/34

IPC has been read over and explained to the accused persons to

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 
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After  the  evidence  from  the  prosecution,  examination

under section 313 Cr.P.C. is found not necessary.

Points for determination:

1. Whether  the  accused  persons  infurtherence  of  their  
common intention committed offence of wrongful restraint ?

3. Whether  the  accused  persons  infurtherence  of  their  
common  intention  has  committed  offence  of  using  
obscene language against the informant ?

Decision discussion and reasons thereof:

Prosecution side has examined as many as five witnesses

in support of the allegation. 

PW-1 Ainuddin in his evidence has stated that he is the

informant  in  this  case  and  knows  all  the  accused  persons.

Occurrence took place almost 3 years ago at 9/10 A.

The accused pesons has land on the bank of Tipkai river,

which  he  has  taken  in  rent.  He  keeps  sand  and  pebbles

collected from the river on his land.

After some days, they filed a civil case against him which

they won. After getting the decree the accused persons closed

all the road for entering into the land. As a result he could not

take possession of the land pebbles occumulated on his land.

Accordinly, he made an appeal in Bilasipara court in which

he  got  decree.  Thereafter,  he  started  filling  up  the  road

connecting the land which was snapped.

During the road was being filled with earth the accused

persons physicalluy assaulted him and his son by an umbrella

and pushed him. After that he filed the case.
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In his cross-examination he has stated that he does not

remember the date of agreement. There were several boatman

with the help of whom he had stashed the sand on their land.

On that day Nuru, Surman Ali, fulbar were present at the

time of occurrence.

He has not mentioned in the FIR that the accused persons

assaulted him while he was repariring the way connecting the

land. Before that no such occurrence had taken place.

On that matter the accused persons had also filed a case.

PW.2 Mazial Haque in his evidence has stated that three

years ago the informant had taken the land of accused on rent

where he used to keep sand.

The accused persons had stopped the informant. On that

matter there was a verbal altercation between them. On that

matter there was a village meeting.

In  his  cross-examination he has stated that  he has not

seen any marpit.

PW.3 & 4 have corroborated with the evidence given by

PW.2

PW.5 Dipak Kr Sarkar in his evidence has stated that on

31.08.15 he was posted at Nayahat O.P. as incharge. On that

day after receipt of the FIR, on the basis of GD Entry he send it

to  Bilasipara  PS.  After  registration  he  was  entrusted  to

investigate the case.
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After completion of the investigation he filed the charge

sheet.  Exhibit-2  is  the  charge  sheet  and  Exhibit-2(1)  is  his

signature.

Thus it  is  seen that there is  no proof that  the accused

persons have committed any offence as alleged. Independent

witnesses have stated that there was mere verbal altercation

with the accused persona. Accordingly, the accused persons are

acquitted from all the allegations against them.

The bail bond of the accused persons shall remain in force

for another period of six months. 

Given under my hand and seal of the Court on this 10th

day of April, 2018.

Bidyut Medhi
    (SDJM-M, Bilasipara) 
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